CLUB UPDATE
East Bedfordshire Model Railway Society

Issue No 10 Nov – Dec 2014

Introduction
Number ten issue; how quickly these have passed! In this recent period we've been
looking at how the various club matters might be progressed through the inaugural
organisation group meeting – it promises to be a good forum, and we'll keep you all
posted with notes from the (occasional) meetings published here. The summary
notes from that first meeting are on pages 2 & 3.
The tidy up has continued, with a further selection of items sent to the tip and the
newly tidied mezzanine being used for more appropriate storage – the room is
beginning to feel more.... roomy.
A further positive piece of news is that our invites to both Ally Pally and Grantham
have been verbally agreed for next year – get those wheels cleaned and couplings
serviced.
The Picture
I've returned to Sutton as a theme for this edition.
Here's a view up the platforms to Chesterfield Market
Place station on the erstwhile LD&ECR, partly the
inspiriation for Sutton-on-Sea model's station. Bern made
drawings of the platform canopy supports based on a
similar photograph of Chesterfield and had some parts
made by D&S (sadly now defunct).
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CLUB NOTES
Organising Group Notes 7/10
CLUB SHOW
Advertising
1. Bob suggested early contact to Central Beds for their newsletter
2. All to consider other parish/village magazines
3. Alan has a list of schools and shops used in previous years - to be distributed
4. Dave promotes the show via his RMWeb account
5. John covers the main railway press and Biggleswade Chronicle (any other papers?)
Alastair to c-ordinate with John to check what is done
6. Leaflet drop at any shows members go to, plus KS shop of Stevenage (Derek to
drop) and Trains4U in Peterborough (Julian to drop)
Show itself
1. We'd like to make sure we can cover all the roles with volunteers, so need advance
note to all of what's required.
2. Dave will cover the door as usual.
3. Catering usually needs plenty of assistance - prepping rolls & salads in the morning
making tea, taking money, helping serving and taking tea to traders & exhibitors.
4. Car park - always needs help up to about lunchtime, especially for disabled
parking.
5. Erecting layout - works best with a team of 4 or 5, but no more.
6. Collecting barriers from Welwyn - max 2 people, but Dave feels he'd cope OK on his
own if needed
7. Table and chair shunting on Friday and Saturday evenings
8. Layout to be packed, final tidying on Tuesday before show (10 Feb) - and noting
that Sutton is due at Ally Pally at end of March too
9. Layout packing to start 3 Feb
10.
Any testing/operation practice therefore during January
LAYOUTS
Sutton
1. Electrics now all appear to be done, testing time !
2. End boards have been prepped by Dave, we have bolts and wing nuts from Nigel
3. Consideration needed for bolts/nuts to prevent them being pulled through
4. Working signals - with Jim at least initially. Principle electrics believed to be in
place, consideration for servo operation.
Signals may require some repair as they have been occasionally knocked when
cleaning track.
5. Covers for control panels - Dave has a plan!
Alan Cooper
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6. Control panel also needs a switch identifier to ease maintenance
7. Painting of roads to be completed/improved
8. Intercom to be integrated into panels
9. Station canopies require repairs
Cheriton
No action at this time
Finchley
1. Some sockets being progressed by Jim, Dave volunteered to assist once Sutton is
active
2. Goods yard will require some buildings, but these will be small or half-relief
3. Trackwork is progressing
4. Adjusting feet for legs - Dave showed an example
5. Ask members what their position is for stock suitable for Finchley
CLUBROOM
1. What to do with mezzanine storage? suggest lighter stuff, catering equipment,
lights. Lights maybe could rest on hooks on the rafters.
2. Could floor the mezzanine with 6mm ply to make it stronger to stand on, but still
with caution!
3. Loft ladder investigated by Bob, Dave suggests a straight ladder maybe hung on
hooks on the back wall when not in use.
What else? One early observation is trying to pin down people to do these tasks, so please
volunteer!
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FINCHLEY ROAD ST JOHNS WOOD
Electrics

Structure

• Jim has been reviewing with Andy with
the result that the control panels will be
modified to reduce their weight, moving
the transformers to a separate box.
• Board BBG requires plugs fitting and faulttesting to be completed, BBK in progress.
• Boards BBH, BBI & BBJ all have inter-board
plugs and sockets fitted and trains have
been run across all three.
• A different relay is recommended, as a
result of the choice of Tortoise point
motors (with only two switches). These
point motors require a lower operating
voltage so sufficient will be required to
replace those originally supplied and
supply the extras also required.

Baseboard Top (scenic, trackwork)
• All pointwork for the fiddle yards is now
built, being made ready for transfer to
the boards when ready.
• We will progress simple tracklaying on
boards and position bracing afterwards,
accounting for point motor positions.
Note: point rodding to be determined
before any further ballasting.
• Main railway-related buildings complete
now that Bern has completed the signal
box
• Bern is considering how to build the
cutting walls at the eastern end of the
station – it’s proving challenging! - and a
selection of goods yard building odds.
Bern has asked Robert Fryers about the
possibility of creating 3D-printed parts for
the cutting support girders. Until we
resolve that one the cutting work is on
hold.
• Backscene will be considered when
baseboards are complete (do any of our
members have any artistic flair for such
things?)
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• Construction of the final boards is in
progress; Derek has parts of the corner
frames made, with the balance of the
fiddle boards to come.
• There is a question of whether others can
support Derek to complete the boards if the
templates are available
• Consideration being given to arrangement
and position of legs.

Operation, presentation
• Lighting is yet to be discussed – will need to
be considered at the same time as any
backscene construction
• A pelmet was originally mooted, to be
discussed later
• The design concept allowed for a repeat
signal diagram display at the front of the
layout – consideration needs to be given on
how to progress this. Andy’s electronics
took this into consideration I believe.
• Cautionary note – in testing the running of a
loco across boards BBH, BBI and BBJ we
noticed the diesel used (LMS 10000) slightly
fouled the central conductor rail –
somehing to be wary of with all our stock.
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CHERITON BISHOP
Electrics
•

Structure

Baseboard Top (scenic, trackwork)

• Colour-blending scenery to backscene
needs considering several weeks before
any further outing.

•

Operation, presentation

• Convert curtain to Velcro

SUTTON-ON-SEA
Electrics

Structure

• Rewiring has been completed and the
layout is set for a full test shortly (noted
18/10)
• Investigate current control panel provision
for signal operation and determine how to
set up their operation – Jim has started
some work on this.

• Upgrade bolts to dome-headed/wing
nut/large washers: – Nigel has supplied
some items for evaluation.
• Replace end boards : Dave has supplied
some ply ends to be fitted over the coming
months
• Control panel covers required to clear
switches and be sufficiently strong to bear
other items on top for transport: spec to be
agreed, material sourced, costed,
approved. - Dave has a plan
• Provide a ledge on control panel mounting
boards, making it easier to align and fit the
control panel
• Docks extension and support arrangements
to be scoped, designed and costed

Baseboard Top (scenic, trackwork)

Operation, presentation

• Repaint roadways – a start has been made
at the country end of the layout, and the
roadway by the engine shed. This now
requires blending into the remainder of
the goods yard.
• Platform roof glazing bars are damaged in
places
• Assess remainder of layout board by board
for repairs
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• Label switches to points for diagnostics,
produce an overlay illustrating point
numbers, ensuring matched to naming
convention under the boards
• Investigate practicalities of installing a
control panel-powered push-button mic
system
• Investigate improved clips for retaining
lighting units to baseboard legs
• Convert the curtain to be mountable by
Velcro instead of drawing pins
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AYLESBURY TOWN
Electrics

Structure

• DCC control, allowing laptop and
smartphone operation.
• Early discussion around use of MERG
components.

Baseboard Top (scenic, trackwork)
• Track to be code 40 in the scenic sections
– much better scale appearance than
usual commercial products.
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• Layout size 7m by 1m ( circa 23 feet by 3
feet), arranged in an outwardly-curved
formation with fiddle yards arranged
directly behind the backscene
• Test baseboard pieces have been
constructed using a laser cutter. This
method has the advantage of great
accuracy and so unusual shapes are
achievable – and such is being trialled
with the idea of disguising the baseboard
joins.

Operation, presentation
• The design shows it presented in a
proscenium style
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TIMETABLE
EBMRS SHOWS

Other events, local shows etc.
(nominally within 30 miles)

07 Feb 2015 Biggleswade

25 Oct Hemel Hempstead MRS show

29 & 30 Mar 2015 Ally Pally (Sutton)
15 Sep 2015 Grantham (Sutton)

25 Oct
30 Oct
09 Nov
15 Nov
27 Nov
29 Nov
29 Nov
04 Dec
06 Dec
09 Dec
11 Dec
17 Dec
18 Dec
20 Dec
30 Dec
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THE JUBILEE REQUIEM
60009: Kings Cross To Newcastle
Joe Lock Toy Fair, Theydon Bois
THE ROBIN HOOD
46115: St Pancras – Lincoln – Kings Cross
Royston MRC show, Bassingbourn
THE CATHEDRALS EXPRESS
60019: Kings Cross - York
Letchworth MRS show, Arlesey
Bedfordshire 16mm Narrow Gauge Group,
Eaton Bray
Joe Lock Toy Fair, Theydon Bois
THE LINDUM FAYRE
60009: Kings Cross -Lincoln
THE CATHEDRALS EXPRESS
tbc: Horsham - Ely
THE CATHEDRALS EXPRESS
tbc: Peterborogh - Oxford
Joe Lock Toy Fair, Hoddesdon
THE CHRISTMAS WHITE ROSE
60009: Kings Cross - York
THE YORK YULETIDE EXPRESS
60009: Victoria – York (via Bedford)
THE BITTERN FAREWELL TOUR
60019: Kings Cross - Lincoln
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NOTICE BOARD
Update this issue

Update this issue

• Oerlikon units -We have copies of a full
set of 3 car underframe drawings from the
HMRS, and this week some very kind
gentleman on the RM Web community has
provided a number of images of additional
scale drawings. There is the promise /
prospect of one of these people actually
attempting to cast some resin parts shortly –
so that is awaited with quite some interest.

• Sutton is being erected to test at the
momen, but we will also have operating
sessions in advance of our show and Ally Pally
as required.

Continued from No 9
• Suggestion for a mini layout for testing?
This is a genuine suggestion as an additional
project to run alongside the major build of
Finchley – but it would need to be of
‘micro’ proportions as we already have
storage issues with the three layouts we
have. In tidying up we have donated an old
baseboard to Jim – this is likely to be the
embryonic test layout.
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Continued from No 9
• Question over availability of suitable stock
for layouts should Bern or Alan B be
unavailable. Suitable means of the right
region, wheel profiles and back-to-backs and
couplings that will enable the layout to operate
smoothly.
• Jim asks if there is any working plan for
maintenance at shows (If it breaks, mend it ?)
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MEMBERS' MATTERS
We don't get to hear mch about others' layouts – I've managed to prise this account from Bob
on his model railway, Aldingham:
Aldingham
Even after some 20 years in construction I’ve only just settled on Aldingham as the name of
the fictional station and its environs that I’m modelling.
My early experience of serious gricing was at Nottingham which is what I call a “frontier” city
with a presence of three pre-1923 companies – the Midland, Great Central and the Great
Northern. (The name Aldingham is a combination of this city and the first street I lived in.) It
may be of little surprise, therefore, that I have the presence of ex-MR and ex-GC railways on
my layout and it is set in the Nottinghamshire coalfield. South is Toton and
Derby/Nottingham, north is the Sheffield area.
Flying Pig (LMS Ivatt class 4
mogul) waits on what will be
the end of platform 1 on a
short down parcels train. An
outside single slip leads
(left) to platform 3 bidirectional loop line;
entrance to goods yard with
headshunt is in the left
foreground. Although
associated with the M & GN,
many of these mixed traffic
locos were spread around
other lines and this is
numbered as shedded at
Toton or Nottingham.
Originally meant to replace
4Fs, nationalisation and
Riddles' Standards intervened

Its story is of two (very) adjacent lines with the GC truncated and joined to the MR during
WW2 then rationalised under early BR. It runs around 1951, thus predominantly a freight
railway, with mostly ex-LMS stock. It was designed to maximise operation with traffic as
follows:
• Midland side – passenger trains: through semi-fast, terminating local; parcels; through
and pickup goods (to its own goods facilities) and both full/empty coal.
• GC side – local terminating passenger and short full/empty coal.
• There is exchange of coal and some goods traffic between Midland and GC sides with
splitting of the longer Midland line trains (20+ wagons) to shorter trains for the GC side
(12/13 wagons).
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• Motive power is Mickey Mice on the GC and 4Fs, 2Ps and a Jinty, Flying Pig and 3F on
the Midland. There’s nothing bigger than a class 4 although something big might run
out on test at odd times.
It is housed in the spare room I built as part of the first extension to our house and in which
(as an enticement) Bev suggested I use for my layout. It is, thus, indoors but, as it's used by
others in the house, comprises removable boards, with the 'viewing' boards kept in place
under cover with all others removed and stored in cupboards. The layout is a run-round with
viewing boards on one side with a curve and a fixed marshalling yard type of fiddle yard on
the opposite side.
I’ve used SMP track and hand-built pointwork. In tune with the early 50s, I’ve chosen manual
point/signal controls with tube-in-tube and Scalefour lever frame kits with individual frames
for different boards. The fiddle yard has surface mounted microswitches moving blades by
rods. Power will be by sections defined by signals (thanks, Al, for the signalling design!).
Stock will be in semi-permanent rakes kept on carousels, hoping to save time with a lot of
stock (some 12 made up trains) and predominant use of 3 link couplings.
I don’t know when I started and, I don’t know when I’ll finish. Even now retired, there are
plenty of other calls on my time (mostly self-inflicted I’ll confess) so progress is often slow –
bit like a 4F I suppose!
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